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ABSTRACT   

Automation of home appliances for ON and OFF task by event driven approach using the mechanism of 

scheduling on Windows and Linux Operating System. The study of scheduling jobs finds the application in Big 

Data, Cloud Computing and massive parallel Supercomputers. With this avenue is more beneficial to endeavor 

at high end scheduling jobs of industry standards (Ex. SPARK used in Big Data and Cloud Computing).     
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

From the Wikipedia, scheduling is basically allocating the resources when invoked for a specified time, in order 

to increase the performance enhancement and deliver the QoS (Quality of Service). The author [1] defines the 

scheduling as set of constructs, the order of work exercised from the computer system challenges found on 

scheduling as depicted [2] in, the extent of sharing, for maximum system utility. Scheduling finds wide variety 

of application in massive parallel supercomputer [3]. 

Hot topic of job scheduling seen in the cloud computing [4], where every data stored in cloud our large 

geographical area, dispatch the task for the given scheduler in major challenges faced. Yet another live issue is 

in scheduling in Big Data, which uses HADOOP system handler [5]. Widely used scheduling jobs running in 

IT/Software developer in with APACHE HADOOP, APACHE SPARK to store data, process data and reuse of 

jobs for better QoS [6]. 

In this paper, after the survey on scheduling we hereby implementing a basic job scheduling for the automated 

switch-control ON-OFF using “at” approach for the stipulated time interval.        

 

2. PROPOSED WORK 

2.1 Implementation 

 Automation of switch-control mechanism carried from one job to another by means of Event-

Driven approach for the given time schedules as depicted from the Fig. 2.1. This automation of switch-control 

mechanism from one task to another is successfully carried out in windows scheduler. 
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Fig 2.1 Switch of one job to another job by means of event-driven 

             

The same mechanism is explored on the Linux platform. The output shown in Fig. 2.2 depicts the job scheduled 

covering the four jobs and Fig. 2.3 depicts the execution of a particular job (we are showing only one job), 

emphasizing the output screen before and after scheduling which are in real time. We have also given the access 

rights to read-write-execute only to the owner and the owner has the privilege access to execute.    

 

 
 

Fig 2.2 Jobs Scheduled    
 

 

 
 

Fig 2.3 Execution of a particular job 
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3. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 

Table: 3.1 Software requirements 

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT 

 

1. Linux 

2. Windows (where software need to be installed) 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Automation of Switch Control for ON-OFF mechanism, from the event driven approach successfully carried. To 

work on real-time basis for this application, task/job scheduler carried in Windows/Linux platform. Survey on 

vulnerability, summons and contour of job scheduling is been observed.  
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